
 American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc.  
               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101  

 

April 19, 2007  

RE: FCC ID: UIPN2500AAAA0200A_ATCB004817  

Attention: Kathy Grzovic  

I have a few comments on this Application.  Please note that further comments may arise in response to 
answers provided to the questions below.  
 
1. Please provide the required tune up procedure for this licensed device.  Please note that the tune up 
procedure required is the factory tune up procedure and is not to be confused with any end user tuning 
capability. 
 
Response:  As the transmitter is a broadband device, there are no tuneable elements, with the exception of the 
duplexer.  The duplexer tuning instructions and specifications have been uploaded with this response. 
 
2. Please note that the manual (page 4) states the device complies with parts 90 and 101 however this is a 
part 27 application.  Please explain and correct as applicable.  
 
Response:  Please refer to the revised manual exhibit uploaded with this response. 
 
3. Please note that the manual calls this device a “terminal” however, the 731, rf exposure report and other 
documentation says this is a licensed station.  Is this a subscriber terminal or is this a station requiring site 
licensing?  Please provide a manual and operational description that explains in more detail the intent of this 
device.  
 
Response:  Please refer to the revised manual exhibit uploaded with this response, specifically the 
“Compliance General” section on page 5 of the uploaded file, for an explanation of “terminal”. 
 
 

 

Dennis Ward  
mailto:dward@AmericanTCB.com 

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application. Failure 
to provide the requested information may result in application termination. Correspondence should be considered part of 
the permanent submission and may be viewed from the Internet after a Grant of Equipment Authorization is issued.   

Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be processed 
expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also, please note that partial 
responses increase processing time and should not be submitted.  

Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender.  


